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Starting on the seventh of this month, we have organized a formal Dai Sesshin.  In order

to prepare for that Dai Sesshin, starting today, for three days, we will have what is called Jidori

Sesshin, that is the sesshin that prepares us to enter Dai Sesshin.  

Some of you have done many, many sesshins in the past and yet you are still completely

blind, and so it is a problem for me, and I wonder how I can possibly prepare you for this next

one.  Before you begin studying zazen, before you do your very first sesshin you think very

strongly and give rise to a great determination, “I must understand the activity of mind that forms

myself!”   Everybody  is  the  same in  this.   Everybody  gives  rise  to  this  strong  resolve  and

determination and says, “I will throw myself into my Zen practice, I will follow the Roshi in

order to clarify completely my understanding of the nature of the self and the nature of this world

that we live in.”  

But it is difficult.  And knowing that it is difficult the Roshi will tell you, “You know, you

better not even try.  It is better not to get involved in this.”  But everybody answers, “No!  I

really want to learn!  I will follow you forever!  Just let me stay here!”  And so the Roshi says,

“Well, I suppose, if you really feel that way, you can stay here and live with me and study with

me.”  

But then you get a new lover, and suddenly what happened to that great determination

and resolve that you had?  It has gone totally out of the window!  And then you come to the

Roshi and say, “Can I please have zanka?  Can I please have some time off?”  Am I wrong about

this?  And then the Roshi allows you to have that time off, in no way does the Roshi oppose that.

If you come to him saying, “Can I please have zanka,” he will say, “Sure, go ahead, take zanka.”

Everybody is the same in this.  If you find somebody that you can live easily together
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with, if you find somebody who can console you, then you will think, “That is the best way to

live.”  And that initial  determination and resolve that you had will  vanish.  That is the way

people are.  People simply have strong egos, people simply have a strong sense of “I am”, and

therefore act in order to benefit that “I am.”  People’s resolve to practice easily vanishes.  

This is why in Buddhism, and especially in Tathagata Zen, we say it is very important to

really get to the bottom of the nature of yourself, to understand what kind of a thing you really

are.  Religion is the kind of teaching that pacifies and consoles the “I am” self, that strives to

bring salvation to the fixated “I am” self.  But please don’t come to me and say, “I thought Zen

practice was good, but really it is too difficult.   Now, I hate Zen practice and I am leaving.”

Please instead clearly open up your eyes!  

I plan to speak, over these next three days, once again in order to try to bring you to the

wisdom that knows the true nature of the self and the nature of this world that we live in.  

If the way of grasping the nature of the self and the nature of this world that is practiced

here, that is practiced in Zen, doesn’t appeal to you then there is no reason to stay.  You can

freely give up this practice,.  You don’t have to stay here.  

I’m not really sure why you all come here to study Zen, but I imagine that you come here,

(and leaving aside for the moment the question of depth and shallowness), that you have some

idea that Zen does grasp the true nature of the self and the true nature of this world.  Thinking

that Zen has manifested this wisdom, you come here to study Zen, and because of that, I joyfully

welcome you to study.  

However, as I said before, when you come across a person who consoles you perfectly, or

a flower that consoles you perfectly, then suddenly you forget completely your previous way of

thinking, you completely forget your reason to practice, you completely forget your resolve to

practice and you say good-bye to the Buddhist life, to the spiritual life.  

As I’ve told you so many times up until now, that self that says “I am” that you all have is

the incomplete self.  Who, then, is the perfect complete self?  The complete self is complete, it is

perfect, therefore it must be the Almighty.  That is the only complete self.  If you are really

seeking the complete self, then those people that affirm the “I am” self, those people that love
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your “I am” self will not be people that you are grateful to meet, because the complete person

lives in the place of total, complete love.  

The point of view of someone that can stand up and live in the place of complete love is a

point of view that has no need to seek anything anymore, has no need to seek love anymore, and

equally has no need to reject anything.  If we personify that complete position, that perfect point

of view, we can call it God.  

This is probably where your way of thinking which thinks that we cannot live without

God comes from.  

It is fine to think that we cannot live without God, but Tathagata Zen says that if your

idea of God is something that is standing in front of you, is something that you can take as an

object, then that isn’t the real God.  The perfect complete God has the perfect place, the complete

place as its home, therefore it is neither in heaven nor on earth.  The world of perfect God is

neither the world of the east where the sun rises nor the world of the west where the sun sets.  

The complete country is the place where east and west, heaven and hell have become one,

have unified, where all directions are made content.  When you manifest the perfect self, then

east and west, heaven and earth have all disappeared.  You might love heaven but hate earth,

love the east but hate the west, but according to Tathagata Zen when you manifest the complete

self all of those places that you like or dislike have disappeared.  

When a person appears having all of the land of the rising sun and all of the land of the

setting sun, all of heaven and all of hell as her content, that is the perfect person.  When the

complete self is manifest, then everything that appears in front of you is yourself, there is nothing

that is not yourself.  That is the manifestation of true love.  When the self is seeking love in the

world of objects, that is not the complete self.  It is only the incomplete self that seeks love.  

To say it in a different way, when perfect love is manifest, then both the husband and the

wife have disappeared.  That is when the self that no longer needs to seek a husband or a wife is

manifest.  When you are manifesting true love itself, do you have time to say impudent things

like, “I love you , but do you love me?”  You don’t have time to say things like that!  There is no

time to speak.  In Tathagata Zen we say that the moment that you are saying, “I love you, I like
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you very much,” already your imperfect self is being manifest.

We must  clearly  manifest  the wisdom that  sees the difference between true love and

incomplete love.  When you are manifesting your imperfect self,  then your mother and your

father both will give you their love.  But when you manifest the perfect self, then your mother

and father are both gone.  

When your mother and father, or your husband, or your wife, are really there with you,

then you don’t have to seek them, it is not necessary to seek them, because they are gone. So as

long as you are in the position of needing to see your mother and father, needing to see your

husband or your wife, that is when you are incomplete.  This is difficult to understand.  You have

to carefully do zazen and contemplate this.  

The incomplete self is the self that needs mother and father, that needs husband or wife.

This kind of self is the self that needs mother and father.  

When neither mother nor father, neither husband nor wife are necessary anymore, that

means that they have disappeared as objects to the self, that is when you are manifesting the

complete self.  That is when you are manifesting true love.  

It  is through living the life of a married couple that the state  of true love is  formed,

therefore, Tathagata Zen affirms the life of a married couple.  

But please don’t forget that when you are actually manifesting true love yourself, then

you are in a state of neither loving nor not loving, neither loving nor hating.  You are in a state of

emptiness, or zero.  You are manifesting a truly pure self.  

So what do you think, is manifesting true love all there is to knowing the nature of the

self?  When you manifest true love, that activity of the manifestation of true love has a limit, and

when that limit is reached, again the incomplete self is manifest.  That means that a self that has

an other, in opposition to the self, is manifest.  An ‘I’ that has a ‘You’ is manifest.  An ‘I’ that

recognizes objects is manifest.  

The conclusion is that when the perfect self is manifest, when true love is manifest, that is

when the subjective and the objective are one.  From this, I hope you can understand just how

noble a thing the manifestation of true love is, just how necessary it is to make manifesting true
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love our ideal.  

I, myself, can be called a worshipper of true love.  If you come to me and say, “I am

stepping into the life of true love,” then of course I won’t oppose you, I will praise you, because I

myself lead the life of singing the praises of true love.  True love will be manifest for everybody,

but that state of true love can never be fixated.  

Without fail, after true love is manifest that condition of true love will again break apart.

That is when the subjective world and the objective world are clearly divided from each other.

And when that happens, there will be some wives who will face their husbands and say, “I hate

this life we’re leading!  Go find another job, find another way to make money for us!”  And then

the husband will kind of laugh through his nose and say, “I’ll think about it.”  

Or maybe the husband will say, “Okay, I really love you, and so if you want me to quit

this job that I have now and transfer to another position.  I will do that soon.”  

When the “I am” self is manifest, it is necessary to assert the “I am” self, and so that self

which is asserting itself will assert what benefits itself.  When this happens we must live with

each other in this kind of situation.  But if that sort of thing happens, then the husband will not be

able to do the work that is his specialty.  These sorts of husbands will come to be in a perplexed

position, wondering, “I really love my wife, but I also have to do the study that is my specialty.

Oh no!  What should I do?!”  On the other hand, the wife might be thinking, “I keep on asking

him to do something that will make us some money, because what he is doing now isn’t making

us any money, and he won’t answer me at all. What is wrong with this husband of mine?” 

There are all kinds of reasons that people come up with!

Some husbands love women so much that they cannot get over it, and come to cause their

own wives much misery and grief!  And sometimes this leads to them separating.  America is the

place  where  couples  separate,  almost  more  than  any place,  and it  seems as  if  their  way of

separating from each other is very random.  

If the husband and the wife are both acting like spoiled brats, if they cannot come to

understand each other’s position; if the husband cannot understand the position of the wife and

help her, if the wife cannot understand the position of the husband and help him, then of course
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they will end up living a disgusting, miserable life together.  

When a couple separates, it  is not society that is troubled by that separation,  it  is the

children of that couple that are harmed.  Because, in this kind of situation, the children will not

be able to learn what true love is, they will not be able to learn the true nature of themselves.  If

you really understand the nature of true love and the nature of what it means to be a human

being, then you cannot frivolously separate from your husband or your wife.  

The real origin of couples separating from each other is when both are just speaking from

their  own self-centered  point  of  view, and complaining,  and telling  stories  of  dissatisfaction

endlessly, until finally they just have to separate.  Modern separation is the kind of separation in

which they separate, and then they leave it up to the law to decide what to do with the children.  

The purpose of doing this Jidori Sesshin for three days is for you to practice in order to

manifest the wisdom that clearly grasps the nature of the self, that is the nature of what it means

to be a human being, and the nature of the world that we live in.

If you are going to separate, it is better to separate before the child is born.  After the

child is born, then it is not easy to separate anymore.  If you understand the principle behind this,

then you will also understand the principle behind the nature of the self and the nature of this

world.  

So finally, I hope you can see how important it is to learn what the nature of yourself is

and the nature of the world that you live in is.  

Speaking most generally, what kind of thing is this thing we call father, and what is it that

we call mother?  And what about you, what sort of a being are you?  Everybody can see that

mother is a woman and father is a man.  You, here now, are in the position of being separated.

Some of you are men, some of you are women, and you oppose each other in that way.  That is

one aspect of being a human being.  There is no human world without the recognition of two

distinct points of view: the female point of view and the male point of view.

Buddhism says very clearly that it is impossible to understand the nature of the human

being without recognizing these fundamental two opposing functions.  

Anyone can at least, in some way, understand and think that within the nature of male and
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female there are inevitable times in which the man disappears and the woman disappears.  When

the  female  position  disappears,  simultaneously  the  male  position  always  disappears.   From

understanding that, you should be able to understand that the original point of view, the original

position is neither male nor female.  

In Tathagata Zen when we speak of the original face, that state of the original face is the

state  in  which  male  and female  have  disappeared.   When male  and female  are  both  totally

dissolved, that is the manifestation of the original condition.  But what exactly is that original

condition?   This  is  exactly  what  I  have  been  speaking  about  up  until  now.   According  to

Tathagata Zen this condition of the original face is the same as the manifestation of true love.  

But is the manifestation of true love fixated?  One way that Buddhism teaches about the

manifestation of true love is to call that state the dharmakaya, if there is such a thing as a true

Buddha, that is the dharmakaya.  The state of manifesting true love neither belongs to subject nor

object.  Buddhism teaches that when subject and object unify, that is the manifestation of true

love, that is the manifestation of the activity of emptiness.  

When subject and object are totally unified, when the original face manifests, when true

love  manifests,  according  to  Buddhism  if  we  personify  that  state,  then  if  we  must  name

something God, that must be God.  If you begin speaking about God   then your mouths will rot.

People who just begin studying Zen, they study a little bit and then right away they want

to blabber and jabber and talk about it.  I guess that’s okay, but please carefully think of the

principle that the moment that self that wants to talk is manifest, that is the incomplete self.  You

should reflect severely upon yourself and know clearly that when you are blabbering on and on

about Buddhism or Zen, that is the incomplete self talking.  That is why we say, “Don’t talk!”  

Love is the same way.  People love to blah, blah, blah, talk about what they think love is.

That also, of course, is the imperfect self talking.  When you manifest complete love, there is no

self that speaks.  When three girlfriends get together - I’m not quite sure about this - but it seems

as if most of the time they end up talking about, “Yeah, that guy is really handsome,” “No, I

really like that other guy.”   

The men are the same way.  You get three guys together, and they also start laughing and
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talking about love.  But really, they have just become prisoners of love.  They have just become

the kind of self that loves the incomplete  self,  and is content to stay in the incomplete  self,

entertaining itself, talking about love.  

That is probably why in school, because the teachers are gentlemen, they don’t stand up

in front of the class and talk about sex.  That is the way it should be.  But there is a problem in

this, because if the teachers don’t teach about it, then the students will not be educated in the

ways of true love.  What ends up happening is that people don’t know what true love is, and in

that state of not knowing what true love is, they get married and they make many mistakes.  

I myself am saying this from the point of view of the imperfect self.  I know that the

imperfect self is speaking and that I must manifest the complete self.  The conclusion that I am

speaking about  now is  that  when true love itself  is  manifest,  then no speaking is  necessary

anymore.  

These two essential opposing functions, what are they?  According to Buddhism, even

before the birth of the “I am” self, the two essential opposing functions are already acting.  But

when it is only the two activities alone acting, there is no “I am” self yet.  We can call one of the

opposing functions the plus function that brings man into being, and the opposite function can be

called  the minus function which brings woman into being.   When it  is  just  plus and minus

working, there is no need to think, it is an activity without thought.  

This functioning that has no thinking is what we mean by absolute purity.  When we

teach about these two essential opposing functions, when they are acting alone, they are pure and

therefore we call these pure activities tatha-gata and tatha-agata, thus-going and thus-coming, or

simply plus and minus.  The teaching of Buddhism and the practice of Tathagata Zen is to say

that the two activities of plus and minus are acting without thought.  They are acting in utter

purity, meeting each other, unifying with each other, separating with each other over and over

again without thinking.  When these two essential opposing functions are acting, unifying and

then facing each other, and unifying and facing over and over, that is what we call the activity of

will-lessness.  

Although they are acting utterly without will,  the result  of that will-less activity  is to
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become pregnant with absolutely everything.  The repetitive activity of plus and minus, tatha-

gata and tatha-agata, is the activity of will-lessness that becomes pregnant with everything.  This

condition of being pregnant has come into being through an activity that has no will, therefore

pregnancy is also an utterly pure condition.  The state of pregnancy is the manifestation of the

dharmakaya, is the manifestation of true love.  

These days psychology is very popular.  But I wonder if psychology can clearly define

what true love is?  And I wonder how psychology defines pregnancy.  I suppose,  though, I

should leave psychology aside for now, because that is a different field of study than Buddhism

is.  

According  to  Buddhism,  this  activity  that  has  no  will,  that  becomes  pregnant  with

everything, is an activity that is utterly pure.  The activity of being pregnant also has a limit, and

when the limit of pregnancy is reached, then it breaks open.  When pregnancy breaks apart, then

tatha-gata and tatha-agata become in opposition to each other.  Plus and minus are opposing each

other.  Before pregnancy burst open, there was neither husband nor wife.  The activity was utter

will-lessness, so no husband nor wife.  

However, when this true love, when this state of pregnancy breaks apart, then for the first

time in between plus and minus, in between tatha-gata and tatha-agata an imperfect interval of

space is manifest.  When here, for the first time, plus and minus truly separate from each other,

then in between them an imperfect cosmos is born, and we have a special word ‘kukan, 空間’

which refers to this imperfect space.  

Perhaps imperfect space is a better way to describe this, although we can say imperfect

cosmos because the perfect cosmos, the cosmos itself, is something that no-one can see, and it

also doesn’t need to be seen by anyone.  

Perfect space, as I said before, is a state that does not need to seek anything and also does

not need to reject or avoid anything.  That is true love.  That is the true form of the universe.

That is the nature of true space.  That is when plus and minus, tatha-gata and tatha-agata, are

completely one.  It is necessary for all of you to carefully contemplate what true love is. 

It  was the same for my friends and me when we were young practitioners.   Always,
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absolutely  always,  somewhere,  faintly  in  the  back  of  our  minds  we  were  thinking  about

experiencing true love.  We were always wanting to experience true love.  We knew, somehow,

just how noble and precious the manifestation of true love is, because we somehow knew that it

is  through  the  activity  of  true  love  that  plus  and  minus,  good  and  evil,  life  and  death  are

transcended.   I  think  it  is  the  same  for  all  of  you.   Everyone  is  probably  thinking,  "The

manifestation  of  true  love  is  undoubtedly  profoundly  mystical  and  mysterious.   I  want  to

experience it for myself!"  Everyone probably thinks that true love is the mystical experience that

they need.  

However, this subject that demands the most utter seriousness is the very subject that is

NOT taught seriously in schools!  That is why I have to teach you about it here.  

True love is manifest, and then it breaks apart, and plus and minus are separate from each

other.  Now, in between them a child is born.  In between them an imperfect space is manifest.

Buddhism calls this the manifestation of the world of past, present and future.  

When true space, when the complete, perfect cosmos is manifest that is a state that has

transcended past, present and future.  There is nothing like past, present and future in it.  That is

the universe itself.  That is what we mean by there being only one universe.  It is the one and

only.  It is the one that has no second.  The astronomers and cosmologists are discovering more

and more so called universes, but no matter how many discoveries they make there is still just

one Great Cosmos.  The universe is the one and only.  There are no oppositions in it.  It is

important to grasp this world that has no conflict or opposition.  

Buddhism, however, teaches that when the universe itself, true love itself breaks apart,

then right in that universe past, present and future manifest.  When the child is born, at once the

three  worlds  of  father,  mother,  and  self  manifest.   This  is  the  teaching  of  Tathagata  Zen.

According to  Tathagata Zen when the world of the three worlds of past,  present  and future

manifests then it is the "I am" self that stands up in the world of the present moment.  The future

world is mother’s world, and the past world is father’s world.  

One student of mine, who quit being my student, but did not seem to even think about

giving back her name or kesa when she quit, was named Gesshin.  Really, I forgave her for it.
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Even though she quit being a student, well, she was a woman so I was gentler, and she would

sometimes  come  to  Mount  Baldy  to  do  zazen,  so  I  forgave  her.   This  Gesshin  was  quite

intelligent.  Maybe because she was German!  She was able to understand the worlds of subject

and object, but no matter how hard she tried she could not have kensho into the manifestation of

the three worlds.  She could talk about it, but she never really had kensho into it.  A troublesome

person, really.  It is sort of a shame because she was a very intelligent nun, but my other students

would not forgive her.  The reason for this was that she pretended she was a Roshi.  I forgave her

for  this  myself,  but  everyone else  ostracized  her.     It  was  not  I  who excluded her,  it  was

everyone else who rejected her, so, I suppose that there was nothing really to be done about it.

Be  careful  about  this!   If  you  go  around  calling  yourself  a  Roshi  before  you  have  been

acknowledged as a Roshi by a real Roshi you will be ostracized!  Watch out!

If you become an independent teacher and teach from the stand point of the imperfect

self, on the other hand, what seems to happen is that a gang of blind "I am" self loving idiots

gather around you, because you affirm their "I am" selves.  This is the blind saving the blind.

That’s fine I guess.  There is nothing so wrong with it!  Maybe I should stop talking about this!

The time is running out, after all.

In any case, you should be able to see that in the one and only world past, present and

future, three worlds, appear.  Those three are the place father lives, the place mother lives, and

the place the self lives.  That is where I will leave the story for today.  

Well, maybe I will speak for another five or six minutes about the nature of the "I am"

self  that is in between plus and minus.  That "I am," according to Tathagata Zen, manifests

receiving an equal amount of both plus and minus.  It has both plus and minus as its content, and

we can also say that it has the present moment as its content.  

As I tell you over and over again, according to Tathagata Zen, because the plus activity

has given one hundred millionth of itself in order to birth the child called the present moment,

plus is no longer the pure plus activity.  Similarly minus has also given one hundred millionth of

herself to the child, and so she, in the same way, now has an imperfect minus activity as her

content.  The no longer complete activity of plus is the activity that forms the past, that forms the
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aspect  of  time  called  past.   The  minus  activity  when  it  is  manifesting  itself  not  purely  is

manifesting an imperfect world which is the world of mother.  

If you look up to the great sky, to heaven, and think, "That is mother’s world," that is a

good way of thinking of it.  Similarly you can look down to hell and think, "That is father’s

world."  

What about your own world!  You have both plus and minus, tatha-gata and tatha-agata,

both as your content.  You are manifest as the present moment.  However, you only have a tiny

amount of plus and minus as your content, one hundred millionth of both, and so, although you

are zero, you are not the perfect zero.  

All three of these three worlds are incomplete.  When the three worlds become one then

the perfect world manifests.  That is perfect space.  The Great Cosmos itself!  Therefore the

Great Cosmos has both plus and minus acting as its content.  But it is difficult to really grasp

this.  It would be great if you could immediately, clearly grasp this principle, but in fact it is very

difficult.  

The world of the three worlds is the world of form, the world of matter.  It is the world in

which the activities of thinking and being thought about take place.  However, as I just said,

when those three worlds become one then the perfect world, the perfect space manifests.  

When the "I am" imperfect self that is the present moment becomes the complete present

moment, then the perfect self manifests.  That is when the worlds of past, present and future have

completely unified.  The perfect present moment is none other than the manifestation of true

love.  This is the only way the complete present is manifest.  

What is noble?  This true present moment is.  This perfect present moment in which

"right" and "wrong" cannot be said, is.  This perfect present that is separate from the world of

language is.  This manifestation of pure space is.  This is the most noble, precious, wondrous

thing.  This is the position of Buddhism.   There is nothing nobler than the manifestation of true

love.  

However, if you attach to that then you are also mistaken.  On the other hand, human

beings, actually, have to attach to true love.  That is why it is so hard!
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That is all for today. 

                              

終

The End   
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